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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS US ARMY ARMOR CENTER AND FORT KNOX

FORT KNOX, KENTUCKY 40121

l3 September 1983

ARMOR UMBRELLA CONCEPT
LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION

1. PURPOSE: To provide the operational and organizational concept for the
light armored force in the Light Infantry Division.

2. GENERAL:

a. The Army faces a variety of challenges for the remainder of the 1980's
and beyond. As Army*modernization efforts continue, increased emphasis must
be placed on developing flexible, combat—ready forces capable of responding to
a variety of global contingencies.

b. The key design principles for Armor units in the light division or
corps are fivefold:

(1) Light and heavy organizations are similar in design to
standardize Army-wide training, organization, and doctrine.

(2) Organic division capabilities are provided to enhance peacetime
training and accustom division units to likely wartime employment. Combined
arms training will be stressed to insure that infantry battalions are prepared
to employ the assault and support direct fires and the integrated arms "plug-
in" available from both corps and division resources. For example, one
cavalry troop is available for each brigade to train with in peacetime to
insure brigade proficiency in ground mobile combined arms operations.

(3) A combination of target acquisition device capabilities is
provided to insure that a single countermeasure cannot negate the array of
direct fire weapons.

(4) The command and control group of the cavalry squadron provides
the nucleus for the plug in of Armor units from corps.



(5) METT-T factors are employed to tailor Armor and Cavalry forces
for the light corps and division in light or heavy configurations, as
required. The active component light armor/cavalry units will have the
ability to turn in their light equipment and draw heavy equipment when the
threat, the theater, or other considerations dictate. Training, personnel,
and equipment provisions will be implemented to accomplish "double-hatted"
training. Divisional and Corps level Armor units will possess this
flexibility.

c. Armor/cavalry combat vehicles will provide kinetic energy (KE) armor
defeating mechanism to the division to complement the chemical energy (CE)
capability already present. A mix of KE/CE defeat mechanisms will complicate
enemy Armor protection design and prevent optimization against a single
capability.

3. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT:

a. General. The Armor and Cavalry organizations supporting the light
forces are small, flexible, and versatile fighting forces that maximize the
inherent characteristics of mobile protected firepower. They are organized,
equipped with light armor vehicles, and trained for rapid strategic deployment
to arrive in the contingency area in a ready-to-fight configuration. These
organizations are composed primarily of fighters equipped with lightweight
armor-defeating systems which are sustained by plug-in support packages from
Corps. These support packages are structured in the Corps Support Command and
are designed to deploy with the light division as required by the contingency
mission. The CSS support slices also provide the CS/CSS support to the light
division cavalry squadron when provided Mls and M3s for the armored cavalry
m1551on.

b. Force Description.

(l) Light Cavalry Squadron. Provides a ground mobile KE/CE
capability to the division with limited armored protection. It performs the
traditional cavalry missions of reconnaissance, surveillance, security,
command and control, LOC/lodgment security, and economy of force.

(a) Other Missions - Mobility, Firepower, and Protection and Shock
Effect. In addition, the squadron provides both offensive and defensive
capabilities. These nontraditional cavalry missions of attack and defend are
also within the squadron's capability because of its relatively greater
firepower, mobility and protection in contrast to that of more lightly
equipped forces in the light division or that of the threat projected in
likely theaters of employment. In the offense the squadron provides a unique
offensive maneuver capability with its inherent mobility and firepower. In
the defense, the squadron is particularly suited for strong point defense



operations and operations requiring retention of terrain. In contingency
operations, the light cavalry squadron may be deployed to support infantryassault forces similar to cavalry combat operations in Vietnam. The squadronprovides reconnaissance and security beyond the lodgment to gain enemyinformation, provide early warning, and facilitate planning for future
operations. Cavalry elements are positioned along likely enemy avenues of
approach to prevent surprise, establish contact, and protect the main force
and lines of communication from detection or interdiction by enemy forces.
The squadron deploys as part of the light division to reinforce forward
deployed US and Allied forces. When operating as part of a forward deployedforce, the squadron receives CS/CSS augmentation which is rapidly integratedinto the organization.

(b) Double-Hatting. The Armor force will have the capability to drawpre-positioned heavy equipment at point of origin or at the destination.
Units will have been trained to use either light or heavy equipment. Thetraining process will be accomplished by augmenting the unit in garrison withlimited amounts of heavy equipment, COFT's and Master Gunner trainers (TDA
augmentation). Equipment will be designed for similarity of crew stationfunctions, and simulation will be employed where practical.

(c) Cavalry and Aviation. The positive, synergistic effect of
combined ground and air cavalry employment, recognized historically and in
previous force structure studies, is retained. The Aviation Battalion in theLight Division will habitually provide air cavalry support to the Light
Cavalry Squadron to expand the Squadron's security and reconnaissancecapabilities and enhance the squadron's contribution to division and brigade
command and control. Conversely, ground cavalry support to the AviationBattalion provides the ability to expand and protect the CSS structure (FARP,
LOC, etc.) required to receive, employ, and support major corps attack
aviation units supporting the light division.

(d) Organization. The light cavalry squadron is organized with an
HHT and three light cavalry troops, each having 14 LAV-25's, 8 LAV-lOS's, and
3 mortars. The cavalry troops are comprised of a headquarters section, a
mortar section, two scout platoons of 6 LAV-25's each and two platoons of 4LAV-lOS's each. The heavy division cavalry squadron is also organized with a
HHT and three cavalry troops, and the distinction between the two
organizations is that the heavy division cavalry squadron is equipped withMl's and M3's. HMMWV's and associated weapons systems may be used in lieu ofLAV's if feasible. In essence, mission, organization, doctrine and training
are virtually the same, only the equipment differs-—LAV or HMMWV in the light
force and Ml-M3 in the heavy force. This interchangeability, combined withexisting variations in firepower (CE/RE) and variable armor protection appliedafter deployment provides unprecedented flexibility to the force commander.



(2) Light Armored Regiment. The light armored regiment is used tocounter increases in the enemy armor threat in the contingency area. It mayoperate independently under the corps or be attached or OPCON to a division toconcentrate combat power. It constitutes the light corps KE antiarmor andinfantry fire support capability. The light armored regiment is totallydeployable by C141 aircraft and may be quickly moved to respond to globalcontingencies. The regiment is an ideal force to be utilized in conductingreconnaissance in force and economy of force missions.

(a) Regimental Organization. The light armored regiment is composedof a headquarters and headquarters troop, a light cavalry squadron identicalto that in the light division, three light armor battalions, and a supportbattalion. The light armored regiment has the capability, with the additionof combat support and combat service support to convert to a heavy cavalryorganization with Ml's and M3's. The regiment is trained on both light andheavy armor systems.

(b) Light Armor Battalion. The light armor battalion in the lightarmored regiment provides the light force an enhanced KE capability and lethaldirect fire support organization. The battalion is designed for variable
armor protection, utilizing strap-on armor that can be applied in the
contingency area. Naturally, mobility is reduced as armor protection isincreased. The battalion is an excellent candidate for strong point defensiveoperations, and it possesses a limited terrain holding capability. Thebattalion normally operates in concert with infantry as part of a combined
arms team. CS/CSS augmentation is required for extended contingencyoperations or operations with forward deployed forces. The battalion isdesigned to rapidly integrate this support. The light armor battalion is
composed of a headquarters company, three light armor companies (gun), eachwith l4 LAV—lOS's, and a light armor company with l4 LAV-TBATS.

(3) Heavy Armored Regiment.

(a) Because of its M1/M3 mix, the heavy armored regiment, withequipment, is normally deployed as part of the corps follow-on force. It mayalso be deployed during the initial deployment phase, less equipment, andreceive prepositioned equipment in the contingency area. Deployment of the
heavy armored regiment in the contingency area is made without decrementingforward deployed forces. The heavy armored regiment tank battalions arenormally attached or OPCON to light divisions. The armored cavalry squadron
may be retained under corps control or placed OPCON to a division as dictated
by the situation. The heavy armored regiment is organized with an austerecs/CSS structure. It will require external CS/CSS support upon employment.
The regiment is organized with a headquarters company, an armored cavalry
squadron, three tank battalions, and a support battalion. The armored cavalry



squadron is organized the same as those found in the proposed divisional
cavalry squadron of the Division 86 heavy division. The tank battalions are
of Division 86 design. Thus, all armor/cavalry in the US Army, active and
reserve, is organized similarly across the light and heavy force.

(b) It is envisaged that the overall structure of non-divisional
light and heavy armor regiments will be based upon analysis of probable
contingencies. For example, each Light Division deployed to NATO Central
Europe would probably require the attachment of one heavy armor regiment (one
Ml Battalion per Light Infantry Brigade). The Light Division deployed to
Southwest Asia could be provided a Light Armor Regiment--deploy with equipment
or fall—in on prepositioned light equipment--or, should the contingency
demand, become a Heavy Regiment by falling in on prepositioned heavy
equipment. Analysis of overall force requirements will determine the force
mix (AC/RC) of Armor Regiments.

F r .
U.S. Army

Chief of Armor

Note: This concept envisages the LAV as the multipurpose light armored
vehicle for the light force. Equipped with the 105 LW, 25mm, or TOW II it can
be a highly flexible direct fire/assault system. The LAV Scout platoon could
transport a light infantry platoon in a combined arms ground mobile operations
supported by LAV 105. The scout version could also be equipped with a MAST
sight for HELLFIRE designation, Stinger for ADA protection or NBC monitoring
capability. We see similar interchangeable employment for the M3. There
would appear to be considerable synergistic potential for both heavy and light
forces.



LIGHT CAVALRY SQUADRON

LT CAVALRY
SQDN

35-2—540-577

Total shown 8 Sep was 468. The increase
to 577 reflects addition of Mess, Comm,
Medics, and NBC recon capability. Exact
totals are dependent on development of the
detailed employment concept for operations
in support of the Light Division. The
eventual total will be less than 577.

HHT

17-2-207-226

EQUIPMENT

49 LAV 25
24 LAV 105
9 LAV 4.2

Alternative: HMMWV for LAV
(if feasible)

LT CAV
TROOP

6-0-111-117



CAVALRY TROOP
LIGHT CAVALRY SQUADRON

CAv Tap

6-0—111-117

HQ MORTAR SCT PLT LT ARMOR PLT

' 1-0-15-162-0-10-12 0-0-13-13 - 1-0-29-30
LAV '

3 LAV 4'2
LAv 25 4 LAv 105

EQUIPMENT
1a LAv 2g
8 LAV l 5
3 LAv 4.2
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LIGHT ARMORED REGIMENT

1

ARMORED REGT

219-21-2775-3015

HQ CO

19-0-60-79

SPT SQDN*

39-137525-577

EQUIPMENT

7l LAV 25
185 LAV 105
14 LAV TBATL
34 LAC cp w/so CAL

LIGHT CAVALRY
SQUADRON

35-2-540—577

CAV TRP

6—0-111-115

HHT HHT

25-4-194-223 17-2-207-226

S&T TRP

5-0-87-92

I m
MAINT TRP CAV PLT

9-9-244-262

_____I_1

1

LIGHT ARMOR
BATTALION

2-2-550—594

HHT

22-2-322-346

LIGHT ARMOR
CO (GUN)

ARMOR PLT

5-0-57-62

* Spt Sqdn personnel total uncertain based upon location of CSS in COSCOM.

LT ARMOR CO
(MSL)

5-0-57-62



HEAVY ARMORED REGIMENT

ARMORED
REGIMENT

219-21-2838-3 78

l 1- l

HQ co SPT SQDN* ARMORED . TANK BN

F. r— CAVALRY -w
SQUADRON .

9-0-60-79 39-13-588—640 35-2-540-577 42—2—550—594

HHT HHT HHT

——1 —" b—

25-4-194-223 17-2-207-226 22-2-322-346

S&T TRP CAVALRY TROOP TANK CO

r“ b—d
5—0-110-1145 6-0-111-117 5-0-57-62

EQUIPMENT

198 M-l
71 M-3 ' r—'——l
34 M577 '

27 M106 4.2 MAINT TRP CAV PLT TK PLT

9-9-284-302

*Spt Sqdn personnel total uncertain based upon location of CSS in COSCOM.

.



EQUIPMENT

41 M-3
24 M-l

OI

61 M-3

CAVALRY SQUADRON (HVY DIV)1

CAV SQDN

35-2-540-577

HHT CAV TRP2

17-2-207-226 6-0-111—117

l I '

HHT TK PLT CAV PLT

l Assumes CBAA becomes Combat l M—3 4 M-l 6 M-3
Aviation Bn in Hv Div.
Air Scout support as required
from the Combat Aviation Bn.

2 Alternative 3 Troops with 3 Scout Plt each.
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"DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARIERS US ARMY ARMOR CENYER AND FORT KNOX

FORY KNOX, KENTUCKY 40121

13 September 1983 v

ARMOR UMBRELLA CONCEPT
LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION

l. PURPOSE: To provide the operational and organizational concept for the
light armored force in the Light Infantry Division.

2. GENERAL:

a. The Army faces a variety of challenges for the remainder of the 1980's
and beyond. As Army-modernization efforts continue, increased emphasis must
be placed on developing flexible, combat-ready forces capable of responding to
a variety of global contingencies.

b. The key design principles for Armor units in the light division or
corps are fivefold:

(l) Light and heavy organizations are similar in design to
standardize Army-wide training, organization, and doctrine.

(2) Organic division capabilities are provided to enhance peacetime
training and accustom division units to likely wartime employment. Combined (

arms training will be stressed to insure that infantry battalions are prepared
to employ the aesault and support direct fires and the integrated arms “plug-
in" available from both corps and division resources. For example, one
cavalry troop is available for each brigade to train with in peacetime to
insure brigade proficiency in ground mobile combined arms operations.

(3) A combination of target acquisition device capabilities is
provided to insure that a single countermeasure cannot negate the array of
direct fire weapons.' ‘

g’
(4) The command and control group of the cavalry squadron provides

the nucleus for the plug in of Armor units from corps.



(5) METT-T factors are employed to tailor Armor and Cavalry forces
for the light corps and division in light or heavy configurations, as
required. The active component light armor/cavalry units will have the
ability to turn in their light equipment and draw heavy equipment when the
threat, the theater, or other considerations dictate. Training, personnel,
and equipment provisions will be implemented to accomplish "double-hatted'
training. Divisional and Corps level Armor units will possess this
flexibility.

c. Armor/cavalry combat vehicles will provide kinetic energy (KE) armor
defeating mechanism to the division to complement the chemical energy (CE)
capability already present. A mix of KE/CE defeat mechanisms will complicate
enemy Armor protection design and prevent optimization against a single
capability.

3. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT:

a. General. The Armor and Cavalry organizations supporting the light
forces are small, flexible, and versatile fighting forces that maximize the
inherent characteristics of mobile protected firepower. They are organized,
equipped with light armor vehicles, and trained for rapid strategic deployment
to arrive in the cbntingency area in a ready—to—fight configuration. These
organizations are composed primarily of fighters equipped with lightweight
armor—defeating systems which are sustained by plug—in support packages from
Corps. These support packages are structured in the Corps Support Command and
are designed to deploy with the light division as required by the contingency
mission. The CSS support slices also provide the CS/CSS support to the light
division cavalry squadron when provided Mls and M35 for the armored cavalry
m1s510n.

b. Force Description.

(1) Light Cavalry Squadron. Provides a ground mobile KE/CE
capability to the division with limited armored protection. It performs the
traditional cavalry missions of reconnaissance, surveillance, security,
command and control, LOC/lodgment security, and economy of force.

(a) Other Missions ~ Mobility, Firepower, and Protection and Shock
Effect. In addition, the squadron provides both offensive and defensive
capabilities. These nontraditional cavalry missions of attack and defend are
also within the squadron's capability because of its relatively greater
firepower, mobility and protection in contrast to that of more lightly
equipped forces in the light division or that of the threat projected in
likely theaters of employment. In the offense the squadron provides a unique
offensive maneuver capability with its inherent mobility and firepower. In
the defense, the squadron is particularly suited for strong point defense



operations and operations requiring retention of terrain. In contingency
operations, the light cavalry squadron may be deployed to support infantryassault forces similar to cavalry combat operations in Vietnam. The squadron
provides reconnaissance and security beyond the lodgment to gain enemy
information, provide early warning, and facilitate planning for future
operations. Cavalry elements are positioned along likely enemy avenues of
approach to prevent surprise, establish contact, and protect the main force
and lines of communication from detection or interdiction by enemy forces.
The squadron deploys as part of the light division to reinforce forward
deployed US and Allied forces. When operating as part of a forward deployedforce, the squadron receives CS/CSS augmentation which is rapidly integrated
into the organization.

(b) Double-Batting. The Armor force will have the capability to draw
pre-positioned heavy equipment at point oi origin or at the destination.
Units will have been trained to use either light or heavy equipment. Thetraining process will be accomplished by augmenting the unit in garrison withlimited amounts of heavy equipment,.COFT's and Master Gunner trainers (TDA
augmentation). Equipment will be designed for similarity of crew station
functions, and simulation will be employed where practical.

(c) Cavalry and Aviation. The positive, synergistic effect of
combined ground and air cavalry employment, recognized historically and in
previous force structure studies, is retained. The Aviation Battalion in theLight Division will habitually provide air cavalry support to the Light
Cavalry Squadron to expand the Squadron's security and reconnaissancecapabilities and enhance the squadron's contribution to division and brigade
command and control. Conversely, ground cavalry support to the AviationBattalion provides the ability to expand and protect the CSS structure (FARP,
LOC, etc.) required to receive, employ, and support major corps attackaviation units supporting the light division.

(d) Organization. The light cavalry squadron is organized with an
HHT and three light cavalry troops, each having 14 LAVHZS'S, 8 LAV-lOS's, and
3 mortars. The cavalry troops are comprised of a headquarters section, a
mortar section, two scout platoons of 6 LAV-25's each and two platoons of 4LAV-lOS's each. The heavy division cavalry squadron is also organized with a
HHT and three cavalry troops, and the distinction between the two
organizations is that the heavy division cavalry squadron is equipped withMl's and M3's. HMMWV's and associated weapons systems may be used in lieu ofLAV's if feasible. In essence, mission, organization, doctrine and training
are virtually the same, only the equipment differs--LAV or HMMWV in the light
force and Ml-MB in the heavy force. This interchangeability, combined withexisting variations in firepower (CE/KB) and variable armor protection applied
after deployment provides unprecedented flexibility to the force commander.



(2) gight Armored Regiment. The light armored regiment is used tocounter increases in the enemy armor threat in the contingency area. It mayoperate independently under the corps or be attached or OPCON to a division toconcentrate combat power. It constitutes the light corps KE antiarmor andinfantry fire support capability. The light armored regiment is totallydeployable by C141 aircraft and may be quickly moved to respond to globalcontingencies. The regiment is an ideal force to be utilized in conductingreconnaissance in force and economy of force missions.

(a) Regimental Organization. The light armored regiment is composedof a headquarters and headquarters troop, a light cavalry squadron identicalto that in the light division, three light armor battalions, and a supportbattalion. The light armored regiment has the capability, with the additionof combat support and combat service support to convert to a heavy cavalryorganization with Ml's and M3's. The regiment is trained on both light andheavy armor systems. ‘

(b) Light Armor Battalion.‘ The light armor battalion in the lightarmored regiment provides the light force an enhanced KE capability and lethaldirect fire support organization. The battalion is designed for variable
armor protection, utilizing strap-0n armor that can be applied in thecontingency area. ‘Naturally, mobility is reduced as armor protection isincreased. The battalion is an excellent candidate for strong point defensiveoperations, and it possesses a limited terrain holding capability. Thebattalion normally operates in concert with infantry as part of a combined
arms team. CS/CSS augmentation is required for extended contingencyoperations or operations with forward deployed forces. The battalion isdesigned to rapidly integrate this support. The light armor battalion is
composed of a headquarters company, three light armor companies (gun), eachwith 14 LAV-lOS's, and a light armor company with l4 LAV-TBATS.

(3) Heavy Armored Regiment.

(a) Because of its Ml/M3 mix, the heavy armored regiment, withequipment, is normally deployed as part of the corps follow—on force. It mayalso be deployed during the initial deployment phase, less equipment, andreceive prepositioned equipment in the contingency area. Deployment of the
heavy armored regiment in the contingency area is made without decrementingforward deployed forces. The heavy armored regiment tank battalions arenormally attached or OPCON to light divisions. The armored cavalry squadron
may be retained under corps control or placed OPCON to a division as dictated
by the situation. The heavy armored regiment is organized with an austerecs/CSS structure. It will require external CS/CSS support upon employment.
The regiment is organized with a headquarters company, an armored cavalry
squadron, three tank battalions, and a support battalion. The armored cavalry



squadron is organized the same as those found in the proposed divisional
cavalry squadron of the Division 86 heavy division. The tank battalions are
of Division 86 design. Thus, all armor/cavalry in the US Army, active and
reserve, is organized similarly across the light and heavy force.

(b) It is envisaged that the overall structure of non-divisional
light and heavy armor regiments will be based upon analysis of probable
contingencies. For example, each Light Division deployed to NATO Central
Europe would probably require the attachment of one heavy armor regiment (one
Ml Battalion per Light Infantry Brigade). The Light Division deployed to
Southwest Asia could be provided a Light Armor Regiment——deploy with equipment
or fall-in on prepositioned light equipment—~or, should the contingency
demand, become a Heavy Regiment by falling in on prepositioned heavy
equipment. Analysis of overall force requirements will determine the force
mix (AC/RC) of Armor Regiments.

r O

U.S. Army‘ Chief of Armor

Note: This concept envisages the LAV as the multipurpose light armored
vehicle for the light force. Equipped with the 105 LW, 25mm, or TOW II it can
be a highly flexible direct fire/assault system. The LAV Scout platoon could
transport a light infantry platoon in a combined arms ground mobile operations
supported by LAV 105. The scout version could also be equipped with a MAST
sight for HELLFIRE designation, Stinger for ADA protection or NBC monitoring
capability. We see similar interchangeable employment for the M3. There
would appear to be considerable synergistic potential for both heavy and light
forces.



LIGHT CAVALRY SQUADRON

Total shown 8 Sep was 468. The increase‘
to 577 reflects addition of Mess, Comm,
Medics, and NBC recon capability. Exact
totals are dependent on development of the
detailed employment concept for operations
in support of the Light Division. The
eventual total will be less than 577.

LT CAVALRY
SQDN

35—2—540—577

r l

HHT ' LT CAV
TROOP

17-2—207-226 ' 6-0—111-117 '

o
.

EQUIPMENT

49 LAV 25
24 LAV 105
9 LAV 4.2

Alternative: HMMWV for LAV
(if feasible)



CAVALRY TROOP
LIGRT CAVALRY SQUADRON

CAv TRP

6-0-111-117

'v
nQ MORTAR

_
SGT FLT LT Annex PL?

1-0-15-16
v 2-0—10-12 0-0-13-13 . 1-0-29—30

2 55
.

LAV 3 LAV 4'2
6 LAv 25 4 Lav 105

O

EQUIPMENT
14 LAv 2;
8 LAv 105
3 LAv 4.2



HQ CO

19-0-60-79

EQUIPMENT

71 LAV 25
185 LAV 105
l4 LAV TBATN
34 LAC cp w/so CAL

39-137525-577

LIGHT ARMOREP,REGIMENT

SPT SQDN*

25-4-194-223

HHT

5-0-87-92

S&T TRP

K

ARMORED REGT

19-21-2775-3015

r
LIGHT CAVALRY

SQUADRON

35-2-540—577

HHT

17-2-207-226

' 6—0-111—113

CAV TRP

L.
MAINT TRP

9-9-244-262

CAV PLT ARMOR PLT

* Spt Sqdn personnel total uncertain based upon location of CSS in COSCOM.

LIGHT ARMOR
BATTALION

2-2-550-594

HHT

22-2-322-346

(LIGHT ARMOR I

CO (GUN)

"—1
rS—0-57—62

'
L'r ARMOR C0

(MSL)

'5-0-57-62
L



HEAV; ARMORBD REGIMENT

ARMORED
REGIMENT

219-21—2838—3378

HQ CO

9-0-60-79

EQUIPMENT

198 M-l
71 M-3
34 M577
27 M106 4.2

*Spt Sqdn personnel total uncertain based upon location of CSS in COSCOM.

l

SPT SQDN*
—— CAVALRY

39-13-588-640

HHT

25—4-194-223

F
S&T TRP

5-0-110-1145

ARMORED

SQUADRON
35-2-540-577

HHT

17-2—207-226

CAVALRY TROOP

MAINT TRP

9-9-284-302

6-0-111-117

l—_—_—_L
CAV PLT

TANK BN

42-2-350-594

HHT

22-2-322-346

TK PLT



EQUIPMENT

41 M-3
24 M-l

OE

61 M-3

CAVALRY SQUADRON (HVY DIV)1

CAV SQDN

35-2-540-577

HHT

l7~2~207-226

1 Assumes CBAA becomes Combat
Aviation Bn in Hv Div.
Air Scout support as required
from the Combat Aviation Bn.

2 Alternative 3 Troops with 3 Scout Plt each.

CAV TRP

6-0-111-117

I

HHT TK PLT CAV PLT

1 M-3 4 M-l 6 M-3
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Office of the Inspector Genera]
T

13 September 1983

To“ \J; 1‘4/4/‘ F54rn0f,,'\.

ATZK—IG

MEMORANDUM FOR MAJOR GENERAL

SUBJECT: End-of-Tour Repo t,‘4th Training Brigade ’

1. General. I depart the 4th Training Brigade with the firm conviction
that the combination of mission and high quaiity personne] has made the
assignment the most rewarding of my career. Having been in T0&E armor
and aviation units my entire career, I did not fee] particulariy quaii-
fied to command a training unit, nor did I Took forward to the job as I
wouid have a T0&E unit. Any reluctance I had initially was rapidly
suppressed upon attendance at the PCC at Fort Jackson and my first few
weeks in command. I have organized my thoughts into the following format:

-- Major Strengths
-— Major Weaknesses-- Post Support
-— ROTC

-2. Major Strengths. .
a. Battalion Commanders and Command Sergeants Major. The process by

which we select battalion commanders and command sergeants major is
working extremely well: Without exception, they are high quality pro—
fessionals who are anxious to do whatever the boss wants. They are loyal,
competent, and positive.

b. Drill Sergeants. Hard working NCOs who are genuinely concerned
about producing high quality soldiers. They perform well because they
have full responsibility. There is no one to blame when the performance v,of their soldiers is poor. They are not supermen — and are subject to
many of the personal foibles as other soldiers. But, for the most part,
they are dedicated and proud NCOs.

c. Physical Training. Physical training has been my number one
priority. Good things happen in PT - discipline, response to leader,
leadership by example,common toil, and healthy competition. Unit PT does
more than any other one activity to build cohesive units. PT failures
are now a rare event.

w
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d. Seif—confidence. More important than military skills is the mentai
attitude instiiied in soidiers departing the brigade. Most are proud of .—r"
themselves, their Army, and their nation. They depart believing the Army
is the best thing that has happened to them thus far in their lives.
3. Magor Weaknesses.

a. Personnel. Almost all of the weaknesses of the brigade stem from
personnel shortages.

(l) The authorized structure of the brigade is thin. When a,
shortages occur, it not only reduces your capability - it can become a % 6catastrophe. There are no officers authorized on the battalion staff; C7
the Battalion X0 must do it all with NCOs. Companies have only two officers.
This is adequate only if fill is at lOO percent.

. (2) Cook shortages, particularly supervisors, have been a continual
problem. Company messes are great for the Commander, but don't provide
the flexibility of larger consolidated messes when cooks are short. Tem— ,r
porary hire civilian cooks were the only way the Brigade survived last year.

(3) Drill sergeant fill has been adequate (80-90%) only because (Lfa-kthe company fill has averaged about l50 instead of the planned 220. The bnew concept of Live-in/TDY DS School has not caused any discernable improve—
*6‘h9ment. In fact, it may be worse. No longer does the DS have.the opportunity

to understudy a DS as a DS candidate prior to attending school. Foxholefill has not changed.

b. AIT. Despite repeated attempts to encourage modification of the
self-paced, open entry/open exit concept of AIT, nothing has been done.
Fort Jackson has successfully changed their program for the better. I 7Lh4iir'believe Fort Knox is dragging its feet. As a result, AIT soldiers progress Q69through AIT more like a college student living in a motel than a soldier If
assigned to a highly cohesive unit. Soldiers in AIT should undergo training *ié‘pq /)\
as a group - the same group or platoon to which they are assigned. Fort
Knox is not doing this well.

4. Support.

a. Supply. Responsive and adequate——largely due to the special efforts 5ly§rof Mrs. Jonn Hollowa . Her positive attitude permeates the Supply and 6A))‘
°,Serv1ces UiViSion. Only exceptions are occasional shortages of unit patches ly)

and routine fading of name tape ink.

b. Contracting. Appears to be badly coordinated. Swim pools are
‘.fixed in the summer, ball fields dug up during ball season, and windows Q5?”

vvzreplaced in deep winter. Separate contracts are activated disjointly - Np
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electric, then siding, then painting, then plumbing — throwing units into
great disarray. Minority and SBA constraints are killing us, both in qual ty
and delay.

c. Facilities Engineers. Generally responsive, but reluctant to put
much effort into ”temporary" buildings. Communication and coordination is
poor. Trees get planted in PT areas and parade fields, and commandprs are
nqt_normally consulted before bulldozers and asphalt machines apnear rn4dn
work. txception 1s Mr. Bill’Thomas, 4th'Brigade Liaison. In general,t ings get done, but at an agonizing pace. when I took command 27 months
ago, my high priority was modest lighting for PT areas. At my constantinsistence, they may be installed later this fall.

liCZSd, Housing. I believe Fort Knox suffers a bad image in the eyes of
field—grade officers. There is little that can be done at the O4 level
because the O4 housing allowance will invariably permit the major to livebetter off post than on. The O6 level creates a minimum of problems since )2;there are generally enough quarters to preclude lengthy waits. However, aquarters at the 05 level are a major problem; and that's the rank which is
so important to attract to Knox. The problem cannot be overlooked, nor
should it be passed off by declaring that all regulations have been followed.
Maybe some regulations need to be changed. if

(l) There is a vast difference between the image and space in 05
three—bedroom quarters. Godman, Edwards, Saint Matthews, and‘Sth Avenue
are quite different and create an emotional challenge for the incoming

P3Vfamily - particularly the wife.

(2) The combination of calloused treatment at the h0using office, SZ:;' ’Siywan unattraciixe_hnu§i_giiine, disjoint system to find out when quarters o\"\will become available, bad contracting, and civilian ”safesiding” combine
to present a poor impression to the new 05. He begins to look for ways he
can beat the system; some find ways while others don't. The most common
and successful way to get what you want is to be careful about when yousign in, or when you become available for quarters.

(3) I'm short on solutions, but believe there is a real problem
(not just perceived), and further, that the problem is solvable.

e. Medical Treatment.

(l) The hospital suffers an attitude problem. Soldiers from the
4th Brigade, and their wives, are not happy with the medical support at
Ireland Army Hospital when compared with other installations. Comments
range from callous treatment from receptionists and doctors; to failure
to properly diagnose the medical problem; to fat, unkept, and unqualifiedcivilian doctors; to a general cavalier approach to medicine.

3
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(2) Peop1e with medical prob1ems are frequent1y in an emotiona]
state - the prob1em is c1ose to them and important. The socialized medicine If,concept doesn't help in providing individual treatment and counseling, but
I feel there must be an attitude change.

5. ROTC

a. The relationship between the Basic Camp Commander (Region II Commander)
and the Deputy Camp Commander (4th Brigade Commander) can create problems. It
is personality dependent and runs counter to the way,the Army normally operates.

b. For four months out of the year, the Camp Commander may desire to
command and control all activities in the Brigade — even some which have no
direct relationship to ROTC cadets. A strong basic camp commander can totally
change the personality of the Brigade and the way it does its business during \the other eight.months of the year.

c. Until the '83 Summer Camp, the 4th Brigade Commander supervised the
cadre; trained, housed, fed, clothed, and cared for the welfare of the cadets.
This proved awkward for the Camp Commander and created an ROTC vs 4th Brigaderift. Consequently, the '83 Summer Basic Camp began with a loose operational
control of the ROTC battalions by the Camp Commander. From my perspective,
both arrangements were unsatisfactory. The basic problem is that commanders
want to command - whether or not they have the legal authority to do so.

O

d. Simply stated - units don' t operate well with two bosses. My recom—
mendation for next year would be to return to the ori inal conce tnoftholdinthe Brigade Commander res onsible or t e e are o e ca e s, 0mC r respons1 e or e eva uation an ra on of thee ROTC
program. With luck, different personalities on both sides will work well

Létogether. If not, the problems will surface again

6. Summary. Upon notification that I was selected for brigade command, W‘:§i::§7
was overjoyed. Upon being told the command was a TDA training brigade, 11

was disappointed. I did not feel particularly well qualified since I hadM
never served in a training unit nor been associated with one. Upon graspingm
the unit colors, enthusiasm for the job built rapidly, and I can look back "1%VHD&

'
h pride and fond memories of having served with fine soldiers and officers wb{_1ison an installatiOn with the best command climate possible.

WWL L. SMART
1 Colonel, IG

Inspector General


